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Abiotic, Biotic and Cultural Resource Survey for Land 
Planning Along the Rideau Canal 

Executive Summary 
The intent of this study was to test a mapping method to determine its effectiveness as 

a tool for planning professionals. The purpose of this tool is to display how current policies 

create areas of protection around natural, cultural and human features. The goal of effectively 

displaying this information is to assist decision makers to visually assess the extent of protection 

policies that will effectively protect features and systems.  

This study was done using the ABC Resource Survey Method presented by Nelson and 

Lawrence in their book Places Linking Nature Cultural and Planning. This method layers abiotic, 

biotic and cultural elements of a landscape using GIS mapping. A study area along the Rideau 

Canal, focused around the Lower Rideau Lake, was chosen with the help of Parks Canada staff. 

Data on selected abiotic, biotic and cultural features was then collected from Parks Canada and 

the Queen’s University Map Library. This data was then mapped according to the ABC method’s 

four level process.  

 The features selected for this study do not include all of the information that would be 

required for this tool to be used in practice. A selection of data was chosen from the Queen’s 

University catalogue and Parks Canada. This includes: wetlands, waterfront, species at risk, 

areas of natural and scientific interest, fish habitat, roads and pits and quarries. In Level I, one 

map is created for each feature, displaying its location within the study area. The information 

was then carried over into Level II, where the buffers of protection found in local policy 

documents were added to each feature, creating another set of maps. The seven maps in Level 

II were then divided into the abiotic, biotic and cultural categories. In Level III the features in 

each category were combined to create three maps, showing the features in that category and 

their areas of protection. A final map was created for Level IV which displays all seven features 

and their areas of protection to display all of the constraints in the study area.  

  Upon completion of the Level IV map, a number of conclusions were drawn about the 

ABC method. The first is that with the advancements in GIS, this method is simple to use. The 

availability of accurate data, policy documents and basic knowledge of GIS software are the 
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main components necessary. The use of the different levels is a strength as it allows for an 

efficient overview of all the elements, or select elements that the user may be interested in. 

Finally, the use of GIS with the ABC method allows for a great deal of versatility in adding 

information and changing the levels of protection.  

The application of the ABC method to this particular study area had a number of 

limitations which allowed for recommendations to be made. First and foremost was a lack of 

data and data clarity. It would be beneficial to have a consultation process which determined 

the features and systems that stakeholders need to understand for decision making. This data 

should then be collected and included in the creation of the tool. Furthermore, the policy 

documents should be analyzed to ensure that they are stringent enough to ensure the level of 

protection sought by stakeholders for valued features and systems. Using this method and this 

study area in the future, the planning agencies could include a weighting system based on the 

values of the stakeholders to show what areas or features are most important to protect. 

Additionally, the ABC method could be used to show opportunities for developments, rather 

than just constraints which is currently shown. 

 This study has found that this method could be highly valuable to the planning process if 

it were to incorporate all valued features and systems and analyzed the policies for protection. 

This method could then be used to model the effects of plan changes on development 

restrictions and regulations, and assist in the creation of future plans. 
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Introduction 

Project Overview 
Landscapes can be analyzed through the study of natural processes, cultural heritage 

and current human developments. These three components are significant values but at times, 

may conflict with respect to environmental planning and management. The management of 

human, cultural and natural processes is a difficult balance but is essential in reaching the goal 

of sustainability. Responsible planning is necessary for the sustainability of safe, secure and 

healthy environments (Canadian Institute of Planners, 2011). It is a planner’s responsibility to 

help plan and design new communities and advise on developments within complex landscapes. 

The planner’s role in community development is to protect the natural systems of the 

environment as well as heritage features (Ontario Professional Planners Institute, 2011). 

Therefore, planners should protect natural and cultural landscapes, while facilitating sustainable 

development. In order to achieve this balance, planners require an understanding of the 

landscape features and systems that should be protected, prior to approving development 

plans. 

Mapping is one strategy for planners to gain knowledge of the characteristics of the 

landscapes that they are planning for. By having an up to date and accurate map which displays 

the cultural and natural features and systems of the area, planners can make more informed 

recommendations prior to development approvals. The purpose of this study was to select and 

test a mapping method to demonstrate its viability as a planning tool. An abiotic, biotic and 

cultural resource survey was applied to a section of the Rideau Canal in order to identify areas 

where protection may be needed when development is proposed. The information presented is 

intended to serve as an example of a tool, which planning agencies could use to assist with 

future planning. This resource survey included the creation of a number of maps with different 

features. This process also involved the analysis of those maps to determine the areas in which 

development should be restricted or permitted. This study was conducted using existing policy 

with the intent of displaying areas which should be protected from adverse effects that may 

result from development.  
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Study Area 
The location for this project is an area along the Rideau Canal in Eastern Ontario. The 

Rideau Canal was chosen due to an existing working relationship between Parks Canada and the 

School of Urban and Regional Planning at Queen’s University. The study area includes the land 

surrounding the Lower Rideau Lake, bordered by Highway 15, Highway 43 and the Rideau Ferry 

Road. This location was chosen with the help of Parks Canada staff.  

Ecological Significance  
 The study area falls within the Limestone Plain Landscape, one of four natural 

landscapes seen along the Rideau Canal (Parks Canada, 2010). The Limestone Plain Landscape is 

characterised by shallow soil and exposed limestone (Parks Canada, 2010). When the Canal was 

created, the damming of the waterway caused flooding which created extensive wetlands. 

These wetlands provide habitat to 42 species of rare plants and animals (Parks Canada, 2010, 

Natural Heritage). In addition to the wetland habitat, the Canal itself has one of the most diverse 

fish communities in Canada (Parks Canada, 2010). Ecological stress is increasing along the Canal 

as residential development and recreation increases.  

Cultural Significance 
 The Rideau Canal was constructed as a supply route for the War of 1812 (Parks Canada, 

2009). The Canal was constructed by thousands of Irish immigrants, French Canadians and 

Scottish stonemasons and was supervised by Colonel John By. The engineering and construction 

team created a series of dams and locks which enabled boats to travel from Ottawa to Kingston. 

It was opened in 1832 and is considered one of the greatest engineering feats of the 19th 

Century. Because of its military role, lockmasters houses were created for defence in addition to 

larger block houses at the lock stations that were most vulnerable to attack.  Post-war, the Canal 

was used for regional commerce. Today the Canal is busy with recreational users such as 

boaters, cottagers and anglers. The historical value of the Canal was recognized and its national 

historic significance was declared by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada.  

Jurisdiction 
The Rideau Canal is owned and operated by Parks Canada for the federal government. 

Parks Canada’s jurisdiction includes the bed of the waterway and extends back from the Canal 

to the upper controlled water elevation level. The entire study area falls under the jurisdiction of 

the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority, and is regulated according to the Conservations 
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Authority Act RSO, 1990. To the North West of the Canal is the Township of Drummond North 

Elmsley which is part of Lanark County and to the South East of the Canal is the Township of 

Rideau Lakes, part of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville. Other federal and provincial 

laws and regulations also apply, for example, the Fisheries Act and the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment Act.   

Methodology  

Selecting a Mapping Method 
The literature indicates that mapping is an essential component of resource 

management which is demonstrated by the following discussion of mapping methods dating 

back to 1969. In selecting a method for this study, a number of options were examined. These 

include overlay mapping (McHarg, 1969), Multiple Attribute Decision Making (Prato, 2000), 

Tiered Assessments (Magee and Carroll, 2006), Multicriteria Analysis with GIS for Territory 

Model (Joerin and Musy, 2000), and the Abiotic, Biotic and Cultural Resource Survey (Bastedo et 

al, 1984). These methods range in terms of the constraints presented and the way that 

constraints are weighted in terms of significance.  

 In 1969, Ian McHarg wrote “Design with Nature,” in which he presented a new method 

for integrating the environment into land use evaluation and project implementation. This 

method was strengthened by his use of overlay mapping to visually display the information. 

Prior to his innovation, most planning involved weighing costs in terms of construction and 

weighing benefits in terms of social accessibility (McHarg, 1969).  McHarg presented the idea 

that costs and benefits should be more inclusive in consideration. He asked the question: “can 

the values which nature represents be weighted and measured so that decent, prudent men can 

act in deference to them?” (McHarg, 1969, 31). To answer this question, McHarg outlined the 

criteria for impact assessment of projects, and a corresponding overlay mapping technique.  This 

technique identifies both social and natural processes as social values (McHarg, 1969, 33). The 

social and natural values are in addition to the existing cost and benefit considerations given to 

traditional assessments.  McHarg created a method which involved the identification of the 

physical, biological and social processes in a landscape and gave a ranking based on their 

significance. By identifying these processes on a photograph, McHarg manually shaded the areas 
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based on significance (McHarg, 1969). For example, the area with the steepest slope would be 

darkest, lesser slope would be lighter and a flat surface would appear without shading. This 

exercise was repeated for the rest of the variables under consideration. These photographs 

were then turned into transparencies. Each transparency was overlaid until all variables were 

included. This resulted in a map with some very dark areas (the areas of greatest significance) 

and some light areas (areas with no, or few, significant constraints). The lightest areas were 

considered most favourable for development (McHarg, 1969). While this method is fairly 

simplistic in terms of technology, using manual overlays, the principle could be very useful to 

this study. It is necessary to include factors besides the economics of development such as 

various social and ecological conditions. Also the visual presentation of the valued components 

was useful for decision makers. A process with similar methods, using GIS rather than manual 

overlays was selected for this study (Nelson and Lawrence, 2009). 

A landscape management evaluation that focuses on multiple attributes, rather than 

simply economic information, was presented by Tony Prato in 2000. Multiple attribute decision 

making (MADM) can be used by either a private or public decision maker at either the site or 

landscape scale (Prato, 2000). The framework of the MADM calls for sites to be “delineated 

based on land cover/use, soil type, hyposography, hydrography and other spatial 

characteristics” (Prato, 2000, 327). This is to be done using Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS). This information would then be overlaid with land ownership units to determine the 

management of the land. Prato identifies ownership of the land as an essential component of 

decision making. In terms of privately owned land, it is common for several government 

departments to have a stake in the landscape which makes decision making difficult (Prato, 

2000). Once the GIS portion of the MADM is completed, there are two options for land 

management, either a site management plan (SMP) or a landscape management plan (LMP) 

(Prato, 2000). This article describes a site as 4 to 200 hectares of relatively homogenous 

landforms, soil types and climate. A landscape is 200 to 4000 hectares composed of a mosaic or 

patchwork of sites (Prato, 2000). A LMP is the combination of SMP’s over a large area, 

facilitating coordinated management over the landscape. Prato presents two cases in which an 

SMP is used, in the first he states that all ecological processes and structures should be the basis 

for planning and in the second he states that economics are the driving factors of the planning 

but a few ecological factors may affect the economics so they need to be considered as well. 
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The Prato article is relevant to this report as it uses GIS as the first step to decision making by 

overlaying the ecology of the landscape. This method was not selected, as the management of 

the study area is already coordinated for their decision making process. 

Authors Jerry Magee and Patricia Carroll presented assessment tools that allow land 

managers to put local needs into a broad perspective. They present two assessment tools, one 

for sub-basin projects which are between 400 000 to 1 000 000 hectares and one for watershed 

projects that are between 5 000 to 50 000 hectares (Magee and Carroll, 2006). This article 

identified a number of important considerations of land management planning that are 

applicable to numerous scales. The first consideration is that assessments are processes of 

characterization. This includes the characterization of status which is the “condition of the 

ecosystem relative to historical or desired conditions” (Magee and Carroll, 2006, 220). Next, is 

the evaluation of risk to the ecosystem from natural events or from management actions. 

Finally, characterization includes opportunities. Opportunities include the conservation and 

restoration of ecosystems for desired conditions (Prato, 2006). The second consideration from 

this article that applies to this report is that assessments are interactive processes. This means 

that assessments need to be added to, as new information is collected or when conditions 

change (Prato, 2006). A land management plan should not be a static document but should be 

updated and added to on a regular basis. One consideration presented by the authors appears 

problematic; that assessments are issue driven. This suggests that issues focus the scope of the 

assessment (Prato, 2006). While this is true in much decision making, planning should be done 

for the long term so when projects come up, multiple factors that could affect, or be affected 

by, a project are already identified.  

The Multicriteria Analysis with GIS for Territory (MAGISTER) model presented by Florent 

Joerin and Andre Musy, is based on the use of GIS and multicriteria analysis methods (Florent 

and Musy, 2000). The GIS feature manages information and allows for analysis on a spatial scale. 

Therefore, the project’s environment can be considered and alternatives can be identified 

visually (Florent and Musy, 2000). For the multicriteria analysis the authors suggest the selection 

of a tool which has diverse criteria such as economic, sociological and ecological (Florent and 

Musy, 2000). In addition to GIS and criteria analysis, MAGISTER also places importance on the 

players of the decision making process. The players have the opportunity to place value on 
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certain parameters. These parameters are then given weights and mapped to display land 

suitability. Then by overlaying and comparing the maps, the parties can discuss and negotiate 

the best course of action (Florent and Musy, 2000). This approach is strong. The use of GIS, 

multiple criteria, and overlaying of the MAGISTER model, closely parallels the intent of this 

report. However, the weighting of criteria is not feasible for this study. In this case, criteria for 

protection are set through, the provincial and federal policy.  

 Jamie Bastedo, Gordon Nelson, and John Theberg,  developed the “Abiotic, Biotic and 

Cultural Resource Survey” (Bastedo et al, 1984) .The goal of this approach is the conservation of 

ecological values through the identification of areas that require special protection or land use 

controls (Bastedo et al, 1984). This approach recognizes that environmental significance should 

include a summary of values that come from a combination of abiotic, biotic and cultural 

features that are “important for the maintenance of essential ecological processes, life support 

systems and cultural heritage” (Bastedo et al, 1984, 128). In order to identify these essential 

components, the Abiotic, Biotic and Cultural (ABC) Resource Survey model that is divided into 

four stages, and each stage further increases data integration (Bastedo et al, 1984). This method 

is strong in terms of the goals of this study as it focuses on the consideration of multiple 

features and systems in the environment. With the use of GIS, the ABC Resource Survey is a tool 

that can be used by planners to visually assess constraints in an environmentally significant area. 

Selected Method 
This study follows the Abiotic Biotic and Cultural Resource Survey method presented by 

Gordon Nelson and Patrick Lawrence in Places Linking Nature, Culture and Planning (Nelson and 

Lawrence, 2009). The purpose of the ABC method is to ensure that planners are considering the 

following information in decision making: abiotic, including geological and earth sciences; biotic, 

including plant and animal communities; and cultural, including land use, institution and human 

information (Nelson and Lawrence, 2009). The ABC method is made up of four parts which are: 

Level I - Raw Data; Level II - Environmental Significance and Environmental Constraints; Level III - 

Summary Maps; and Level IV – Constraint and Significance Map (Nelson and Lawrence, 2009) 

Level I includes a map for each of the data sets. Level II, using relevant legislation delineates 

areas where development should be restricted for each data set. Level III combines the data sets 

in the three categories, to produce a map for abiotic, biotic and cultural constraints and 
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significance. And Level IV combines the three layers to show an overview of the constraints and 

significance for the study area.  

Selecting a Study Area 
 Employees of Parks Canada were approached at the onset of the project to gain 

permission to use the Rideau Canal as a case study. After gaining their permission, they were 

asked to assist with the selection of a study site, preferable a relatively small stretch of the Canal 

between two lock stations. The area between Poonamalie Lock Station and the Smith Falls Lock 

Station was suggested because of the location of Species at Risk, cultural resources and 

increasing development pressure in the area. The length of shoreline back from the Canal to be 

studied was to be a hundred metres in order to include approximately one property length. 

However, as data collection began, it was recognized that this area was too small to display a 

variety of abiotic, biotic and cultural features. Furthermore, some of the regulated buffers were 

found to be greater than 100 metres. The study area was expanded to include all of the Lower 

Rideau Lake. 

Data Collection: 
Data types were chosen based on the need for abiotic, biotic and cultural data. Selecting 

data types was assisted by examining the data used in the Nelson and Lawrence text, and 

scoping the data available from Queen’s University and Parks Canada. 

Data was obtained through the map library at Queen’s University.  An information 

release was signed by the researcher stating that the data would be used for the purpose of the 

Research Report for the requirements of the completion of a Master Degree. Furthermore, the 

researcher stated that the information would be collected and stored in a secure way and would 

be disposed of after the completion of the project. It is understood that the information 

provided by Queen’s University can be presented in maps within the report but the data files 

used to create the maps must not be released to individuals who do not have licenses to the 

data.  

The researcher with the assistance of the map librarian at Queen’s University, scoped 

the data that was available from the data warehouses that Queen’s has license to. The data that 

was thought to be relevant to the study was ordered from the warehouse for the study area. 

Additional data was ordered from Parks Canada and was emailed to the researcher. It is 
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understood that this data is also to be used only for the purposes of the study and should be 

stored in a secure way. A data agreement was signed with Parks Canada agreeing to their terms 

of data usage. 

The data was then saved to an external hard drive and the researcher opened each file 

to determine if the data ordered was mapped for the study area. A breakdown of the files 

ordered from Queens University can be seen in Appendix B. Files that did not have information 

in the area were deleted. Files that remained were clipped to the boundaries of the study area 

and saved to a new file and renamed for clarity. Table 1 shows the data that was used in the 

study as well as the source of the data. See a discussion of study limitations for more 

information on the data sets used.  

 Table 1: Data Types and Sources 

Data Title Source 

Species At Risk (SAR) Parks Canada 
Fish Habitat Land Information Ontario 
ANSI (Area of Natural and Scientific Interest) Parks Canada 
Waterfront DMTI Canadian Geospatial Data 
Wetlands DMTI Canadian Geospatial Data 
Roads DMTI Canadian Geospatial Data 
Pits and Quarries Ontario Base Map Topographic Data 

Mapping Level I: 
Level I is the thematic mapping using the raw data. One map was prepared for each of 

the data sets using the shapefiles that were clipped to the study area. 

Mapping Level II: 
The Level II maps were created using the data from the level one maps and displaying 

significance and constraints. Significance and constraints were determined by the policy laid out 

in relevant government documents. Policy that mandated a buffer of protection were translated 

into Level II buffer areas. Table 2 displays the data set, the corresponding policy and the terms 

laid out in the policy that determined the buffer area. The areas in which development can 

occur only if it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the natural 

features or their ecological processes is displayed as dark gray. The SAR data set will not include 

a level I map, in order to keep the exact location of the species confidential. 
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Table 2: Protection Requirements as Regulated by Policy for each Data Type 

Data Type Policy/Legislation Protection Requirements 

Endangered 
and 
Threatened 
Species 
(SAR) 

Official Plan of the 
Township of 
Drummond/North 
Elmsley S. 3.16  
 
Township of Rideau 
Lakes – Official Plan 
S. 2.21.5.1.2 

“Development and site alteration shall not be 
permitted in significant portions of the habitat of 
endangered or threatened species. Approval 
authorities shall not permit development where the 
development review process confirms the existence of 
significant portions of the habitat of endangered or 
threatened species. Development and site alteration 
may be permitted within 50 m of significant portions of 
the habitat of endangered or threatened species, if it 
has been demonstrated through an Environmental 
Impact Study in accordance with the policies of Section 
3.8 of this Plan that there will be no negative impacts 
on the natural features or on the ecological functions 
for which the area is identified” (Drummond North 
Elmsley, 2004, S. 3.16) 

Wetlands Rideau Valley 
Conservation 
Authority: Ontario 
Regulation 174/06 

“No person shall undertake development, or permit 
another person to undertake development in or on the 
areas within the jurisdiction of the Authority that are: 
wetlands or other areas where development could 
interfere with the hydrologic function of a wetland, 
including areas within 120 metres of all provincially 
significant wetlands and wetlands greater than 2 
hectares in size, and areas within 30 metres of 
wetlands less than 2 hectares in size, but not including 
those where development has been approved pursuant 
to an application made under the Planning Act or other 
public planning or regulatory process” (Rideau Valley 
Conservation,   2006) 

Areas of 
Natural and 
Scientific 
Interest 

Official Plan of the 
Township of 
Drummond/North 
Elmsley S. 3.4.1 
 
Township of Rideau 
Lakes – Official Plan 
S. 2.21.2.3 

“Prior to filing an application for development or site 
alteration within an ANSI or within 50m of an ANSI, the 
applicant should consult with the Township to 
determine whether the scope of studies to be 
undertaken in accordance with the policies in section 
3.8. Section 3.8 states that where an environmental 
impact study (EIS) is required in support of an 
application for development or site alteration, Council 
shall be provided with a study, prepared by a qualified 
expert, so that council can determine whether a 
proposed development or site alteration should or 
should not be permitted” (Drummond North Elmsley, 
2004, S. 3.4.1)  

Fish Habitat Official Plan of the 
Township of 
Drummond/North 

“Council will only permit development or site alteration 
within 30 m of fish habitat if it has been demonstrated 
that there will be no negative impacts on the natural 
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Elmsley S. 3.11 features or the ecological functions of the areas” 
(Drummond North Elmsley, 2004, S. 3.11)  

Waterfront Official Plan of the 
Township of 
Drummond/North 
Elmsley S. 3.29 
 
Township of Rideau 
Lakes – Official Plan 
S. 2.2.3.2.1 

“It shall be Council’s policy to require an appropriate 
setback for all buildings, structures and septic systems 
and for site alteration or soil disturbance from the 
normal high water mark of a waterbody. Council shall 
seek a minimum setback of 30 m except as may be 
required within or adjacent to a flood plain, except for 
marinas and marine facilities, or except where an 
Environmental Impact Study shows 
that a reduced setback will cause no negative impacts 
on fish habitat or any other natural feature or 
ecological function for which the area is identified” 
(Drummond North Elmsley, 2004, S. 3.29)  

Roads Official Plan of the 
Township of 
Drummond/North 
Elmsley S. 5.2.5 
 
Township of Rideau 
Lakes – Official Plan 
S.5.4.3 

“The minimum right-of-way for a County Road is 26 m” 
(Drummond North Elmsley, 2004, S. 5.2.5) 
 

Pits and 
Quarries 

Official Plan of the 
Township of 
Drummond/North 
Elmsley S. 3.18.2 
 
Township of Rideau 
Lakes – Official Plan 
S. 2.17.1.2 

“500 m from an open quarry and from the boundary of 
land designated Aggregate Reserve- 
Quarry. 300 m from an open pit and from the boundary 
of land designated Aggregate Reserve-Pit” (Drummond 
North Elmsley, 2004, S. 3.18.2) 

Mapping Level III: 
Level III combines the thematic maps into the three categories, abiotic, biotic and 

cultural. Table 3 shows the thematic data and the category it was placed into. The data was split 

into categories based on these definitions: abiotic is geological, geomorphological and 

hydrological; biotic is plants and wildlife; cultural is demographic, landuse, educational and 

institutional (Nelson and Lawrence, 2009, 3). 

Taking the data layers from the Level II maps, three maps were created. The information 

that was determined to be abiotic was overlaid to form one map, biotic another and cultural, a 

third. 
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Table 3: Data Broken Down into Abiotic, Biotic and Cultural Categories 

Data Type Category 

Wetlands Abiotic 

Waterfront Abiotic 

SAR Biotic 

ANSI Biotic 

Fish Habitat Biotic 

Roads Cultural 

Pits and Quarries Cultural 

 

Mapping Level IV: 
In the ABC method, Level IV is meant to “identify and understand the role of potential 

laws, regulations, guidelines, zoning, economic incentives, environmental impact assessments or 

other social rules and tools that can be applied to the planning challenge” (Nelson and 

Lawrence, 2009, 10). In this study, these considerations were applied to the level two mapping. 

The fourth stage in this mapping study is a final map which layers the three maps from Level III 

to show a complete picture of the study area and its constraints. The analysis of this final map is 

done using a visual assessment of the Level IV map. The areas that are dark should not be 

developed or should only be developed if shown there are no negative impacts to the abiotic, 

biotic or cultural resources present. Areas with no shading are suitable for development, in 

terms of protection of the resources discussed in this study.  

Results and Analysis 

Level I Maps 
The maps displayed in this section are the Level I thematic maps. This level displays each 

feature individually without any buffers of protection. This report presents seven features, but 

only six Level I maps were created. In order to protect the exact location of the threatened or 

endangered species, a Level I map for SAR was not included. 

The wetland map is shown in Figure 1. The wetland data was obtained from DMTI. 

Wetlands are displayed on the map as dark gray polygons. The waterfront map is shown in 

Figure 2. The data for this map was obtained from DMTI. This map was created using both a 

water polygon file and a water line file. The waterfront is the edge of lakes, rivers and the Canal 

and is displayed on the map as dark gray lines segments.  The map displaying the location of 
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ANSI’s is shown in Figure 3. There is one ANSI found in the study area, which is the Swale Marsh 

ANSI. The data file for this ANSI was collected from Parks Canada. This feature is displayed as a 

dark gray polygon.  Figure 4 displays the location of fish habitat. Fish habitat, for the purpose of 

this report, was delineated using fish spawning data obtained from Land Information Ontario. 

On the map fish spawning areas are shown as dark gray line segments. The roads map is shown 

in Figure 5. The data for this map was obtained from DMTI and uses a highway file and a county 

roads file. The road network is displayed on the map as dark gray line segments. The pits and 

quarries map is shown in Figure 6. The data for this map was obtained from OBM. The pits and 

quarries are displayed on the map as dark gray polygons.  
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Figure 1: Level I map displaying the location of the wetlands, as dark gray polygons 
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Figure 2: Level I map displaying the location of the waterfront along rivers, lakes and the Canal, as dark gray 

polygons 
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Figure 3: Level I map displaying the location of the ANSI as a dark gray polygon 
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Figure 4: Level I map displaying the location of the fish habitat, using spawning area data, as dark gray line 

segments 
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Figure 5: Level I map displaying the location of highways and county roads, as dark gray line segments 
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Figure 6: Level I map displaying the location of pits and quarries, as dark gray polygons 
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Level II Maps 
The Level II maps displayed in this section, start the synthesis process of the ABC 

method from the Level I maps. The features from Level I had buffers added to them based on 

policy found in the Official Plans of the municipalities and the Rideau Valley Conservation 

Authority Regulations. There are seven maps in this section, each showing one of the seven 

features and their buffers of protection. The features and buffers of protection are the areas 

where development may only occur if studies have shown that there will be no negative effects 

to the function of the feature. Approval must be received from the governing authority prior to 

proceeding with development in these areas.   

The wetland area of protection is shown in Figure 7. The wetlands are displayed with a 

buffer of 120 metres as required by the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority stated in 

Regulation 174/06. The wetlands on this map are all greater than 2 hectares in size, and thus 

require a 120 metre buffer. The protected area for wetlands, are displayed on this map as dark 

gray polygons. Figure 8 displays the area of protection for waterfront. The waterfront is 

protected by a 30 metre setback as required by the Drummond North Elmsley Official Plan S. 

3.29 and the Township of Rideau Lakes Official Plan Section 2.2.3.2.1. The area of protection of 

the waterfront is displayed as dark gray polygons. Figure 9 shows the protected area for SAR. 

Shown in this map is a 50 metre buffer around the location of threatened or endangered species 

in the area. The 50 metre buffer is legislated in Section 3.16 of the Drummond North Elmsley 

Official Plan and Section 2.21.5.1.2 of the Township of Rideau Lakes Official Plan. The legislation 

calls for a 50 metre buffer around significant habitat for threatened and endangered species. 

However, the data available showed only the location of the species and not the habitat. 

Therefore, this map shows a 50 metre buffer around the species location. SAR data was 

obtained from Parks Canada. The SAR areas of protection are shown as dark gray polygons.  The 

area of protection for ANSI’s is shown in Figure 10. The ANSI is displayed with a buffer of 50 

metres, as required according to the Drummond North Elmsley Official Plan Section 3.4.1. The 

area of protection for ANSI’s is displayed on the map as a dark gray polygon. Figure 11 displays 

the fish habitat area of protection. The fish habitat, spawning area data, is shown with a 30 

metre buffer of protection. The buffer is legislated in the Drummond North Elmsley Official Plan 

Section 3.11.  The fish habitat area of protection is displayed on the map as dark gray polygons. 

Figure 12 displays the area of protection for roads. The road network is protected by a 26 metre 
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setback required in the Drummond North Elmsley Official Plan Section 5.2.5 and the Township 

of Rideau Lakes Official Plan Section 5.4.3. The area of protection of roads is displayed on the 

map as dark gray polygons.  The area of protection around pits and quarries is displayed in 

Figure 13. The data obtained did not differentiate between pits and quarries. Therefore, the 

more stringent of the two buffers was used. This buffer is 500 metres around quarries as stated 

in the Drummond North Elmsley Official Plan Section 3.18.2 and the Township of Rideau Lakes 

Official Plan Section 2.17.1.2. The protected area around pits and quarries is displayed as dark 

gray polygons.  
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Figure 7: Level II map displaying the location of wetlands and the 120 metre buffers of protection, shown as dark 
gray polygons 
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Figure 8: Level II map displaying the location of waterfront and the 30 metre setback as dark gray line segments 
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Figure 9: Level II map displaying a 50 metre buffer of protection around SAR, shown as dark gray polygons 
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Figure 10: Level II map displaying the location of the ANSI and the buffer 50 metre buffer of protection, shown as a 

dark gray polygon 
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Figure 11: Level II map displaying the location of fish habitat, using spawning area data, and a 30 metre buffer, 

shown as dark gray line segments 
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Figure 12: Level II map displaying the location of highways and county roads and the 26 metre setbacks, shown as 

dark gray line segments 
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Figure 13: Level II map displaying the location of pits and quarries and the 500 metre buffers, shown as dark gray 

polygons 
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Level III Maps 
The Level III maps, divide the features into three categories, abiotic, biotic and cultural. This 

division can be seen in Table 3. There are three maps, which were created by overlaying the 

level II maps to show the areas of protection for each of the three categories. The Level III 

abiotic map is shown in figure 14. The information displayed in this map includes the wetlands 

and waterfront data and their areas of protection. The areas of protection for abiotic elements 

are displayed as dark gray lines and polygons. Figure 15 displays the Level III Biotic map. This 

map includes SAR, fish habitat and ANSI features and their areas of protection. The areas of 

protection for the biotic elements of this study are displayed as dark gray lines and polygons. 

The Level III Cultural map is shown in Figure 16. Roads and pits and quarries are shown as 

cultural features as well as their areas of protection. The areas of protection for the cultural 

elements of this study are displayed as dark gray lines and polygons.   
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Figure 14: Level III abiotic map, displaying the areas of protection for wetlands and waterfront, as dark gray line 

segments and polygons 
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Figure 15: Level III biotic map, displaying the areas of protection for SAR, ANSI's and fish habitat, as dark gray line 

segments and polygons 
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Figure 16: Level III cultural map, displaying the areas of protection for roads, pits and quarries, as dark gray line 

segments and polygons 
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Level IV Maps 
The Level IV map, Figure 17, is the final map in this study and it displays dark gray line 

segments and polygons representing all of the features and their areas of protection. This map 

includes SAR, fish habitat, ANSI’s, wetlands, waterfront, roads and pits and quarries. All areas 

identified require approval from a regulating authority.  No negative effects are permitted 

resulting from development.  
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Figure 17: Level IV map displaying all study features and areas of protection as dark gray line segments and 

polygons 
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Discussion 

The ABC Method as a Tool for Displaying Landscape Information 
The intent of this study was to test a mapping method, in this case the ABC method, for 

displaying constraints that are relevant to planners for decision making. The ABC method is a 

multistage synthesis technique which uses overlay mapping to display elements of the 

landscape. Overlaying landscape information for analysis has been a widely accepted practice 

for quite some time, with an early example from Ian McHarg, “Design with Nature” (McHarg, 

1969). McHarg’s method used hand-shading on transparencies to create the overlays. However, 

with the technological advancements in GIS, the overlays have become fairly simple. This study 

found that the use of the ABC method required access to accurate data, descriptions of the 

levels of protection for each data sat, and basic knowledge of GIS software.  

The multiple stages of the ABC method are one of the method’s strengths. The final 

Level IV map synthesises and displays all of the features and their areas of protection in one 

image. All of the information in one image allows for an efficient overview of the constraints in a 

particular study area. Going back to the earlier levels, all of the information presented in Level IV 

is broken down for closer consideration. Therefore, if the users of the tool are interested only in 

a specific feature, that information is displayed independently in both Level I and Level II, which 

includes the policy buffers. This is a strength of the ABC method.   

The use of GIS allows the ABC method to be quite versatile. Additional features or 

systems can be added as layers in Level I and Level II and included into the synthesis overlays at 

Level III and Level IV. This is also useful when data is updated, as the layers can be modified 

easily. Furthermore, using the buffering tool in GIS programs, the protected areas can be 

changed in Level II to display more, or less, stringent areas of protection as policy changes are 

made. This is a strength of the ABC method. Furthermore, this tool can be used to effectively 

display the areas that would be affected by proposed policy changes. The output is simple 

enough that it can be interpreted by professionals and members of the public through public 

consultation.  

The ABC method is not restricted by jurisdictional boundaries. This study utilizes 

multiple municipal official plans to collect the information for levels of protection. However, the 
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official plan boundaries did not dictate the boundaries of the study. This method is useful for 

bringing together multiple pieces of legislation and layering them to display the multiple layers 

of protection from multiple jurisdictions in one mapping tool. 

The Application of the ABC Method to the Lower Rideau Lake Study Area 

This study displayed information on a total of seven features that fell into the abotic, 

biotic and cultural categories laid out in the ABC method. The features that were used were 

based on the data available to the researcher from Queen’s University Map Library and from 

Parks Canada. The associated policies that were used for this study includes the policies that are 

currently used by the governing agencies of the study area including policy information from: 

The Township of Rideau Lakes, the Township of Drummond North Elmsley, the Rideau Valley 

Conservation Authority and Parks Canada. This study is not a complete representation of the 

constraints and significance of the study area. It is a demonstration of the application of the ABC 

method to planning, using the area around the Lower Rideau Lake. The following discussion will 

consider the output and limitations of the application of the ABC method in order to make 

recommendations for future studies.  

Technical Limitations 

The data in this study is limited to the information that was available to the researcher. 

Furthermore, the list of data that was sought was generated by the researcher with limited 

consultation and Parks Canada. Also, the data used may not be the most up to date, and 

changes may have occurred since the data was catalogued.  The interpretation of the data in 

this study was based upon a limited number of regulations and plans and does not include all of 

the regulations that planners would use on a day to day basis.  

For the SAR mapping, a Level I map could not be created in order to protect the exact 

location of the species. Furthermore, the data collected from Parks Canada was only point data 

and did not delineate the habitat of the species or their range. Therefore; the Level II SAR map 

was created with a 50 metre buffer around the SAR point data is not a buffer around the critical 

habitat for each species.  

In the Drummond North Elmsley Official Plan there is a requirement for a 500 metre 

buffer of protection around Quarries and a 300 metre buffer around pits. However, the data 
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that was acquired from OBM does not distinguish between pits and quarries. Therefore, the 

more stringent, 500 metre buffer was placed around all pit and quarry features in the Level II 

map.  

Similar to the pit and quarry data, was an issue found with policies that required 

protection for provincially significant features. In terms of wetlands the policies stated that 

provincially significant wetlands required protection, or wetlands greater than 2 hectares. 

However, the description of the data in the file obtained from DMTI, did not distinguish 

between provincially significant and non-provincially significant wetlands. In this study all of the 

wetlands were greater than 2 hectares so the features were mapped with a 120 metre buffer 

according to the Conversation Authority regulations. However, woodland data that was 

collected also did not have this differentiation and was not included in the mapping.  

For the mapping of fish habitat, the only data pertaining to fish habitat that was 

available for the study area was fish spawning data. Therefore, that layer only includes areas 

identified for fish spawning. There may be additional areas that are important for fish habitat 

that were not displayed in this study.  

Study Limitations 

This study has been done on the site scale and looks at only one portion of the Rideau 

Canal System. As Magee and Carroll stated in their 2006 paper: “assessments conducted at the 

site scale … may often miss important interrelationships that can only be revealed at broader 

scales” (219). This study displays abiotic, biotic and cultural features rather than systems. A 

natural heritage system has not been included in this study and neither have corridors. There 

are likely crucial paths connecting features within this area, and to other areas which should be 

protected and considered during development proposals. When decisions are being made, 

connectivity should be considered to ensure that fragmentation of the landscape does not 

interfere with natural processes.  

The mapping in this study shows all features weighted equally. Other methods, such as 

those listed in the selecting a mapping method section, use a weighting system where decision 

makers and stakeholders can rank features or systems to give them more weight in decision 

making. The MAGISTER method mentioned earlier in this report included an example of a 
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weighting system. While a stakeholder consultation process was out of the scope of this report, 

it would be beneficial in the future to consult with stakeholders to determine which aspects of 

the abiotic, biotic and cultural systems have the highest value. 

This study displays only constraints in terms of abiotic, biotic and cultural mapping. The 

ABC method could also be used to display opportunities. In addition to the layers that show the 

areas that need protection, additional maps could be created which show the areas that are 

ideal for development. For example, if infrastructure has already been built for municipal 

services this could be mapped as a cultural opportunity.  

The Level II mapping was done using current legislation (Conservation Authority 

regulations and municipal official plans). A study was not done to determine if those regulations 

are adequate for protecting the features or systems. Further studies should look at literature 

and case studies elsewhere in Ontario and Canada to determine if more stringent regulations 

should be implemented. An example of this is that the regulations for SAR only require habitat 

protection for species which are endangered or threatened. However, there are also a number 

of Special Concern species in the area which might require protection as well. Furthermore 

there could be species which are crucial to sustaining the ecosystem which are not listed as SAR.  

The legislation that was consulted and used in this study can be seen in Table 2. 

Typically the policy documents state that development is not permitted in certain areas and that 

if development is proposed within those areas, there must be confirmation from a regulating 

authority that no negative effects will result from that development. For example, in terms of 

fish habitat protection the policy states: “council will only permit development or site alteration 

within 30 metres of fish habitat if it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative 

impacts on the natural features of the ecological functions of the areas” (Drummond North 

Elmsley, 2004, s. 3.11). Therefore, the output of this study which can be seen in the Level II, 

Level III and Level IV maps, has dark gray polygons and line segments that show where approval 

must be granted prior to development.  

 
 

Recommendations 
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1. Stakeholders should be involved in future studies to generate the list of features and 

systems that need to be considered during the planning process. Furthermore, if the 

information on those features and systems is not readily available, field work should be 

done to obtain all relevant information.   

2. For SAR protection, field studies should be done in order to identify the critical habitat for 

each species. That habitat should then be mapped with the 50 metre buffer to give an 

accurate representation of the protection needed for threatened and endangered species. 

3. Fit pit and quarry mapping, information should be obtained on which features were pits and 

which were quarries. This would ensure that the mapping is accurate, as the current output 

considers each feature in that layer a quarry, and if there are pits present, the areas of 

protection will be inaccurate. 

4. The information on whether these features are provincially significant or not, should be 

clarified. Additionally, if the wetlands and woodlands in this area have not yet been 

classified, that should be done. This is in order to increase the number of features that can 

be considered in decision making, and ensuring that the most accurate information available 

is used.  

5. Additional fish habitat information should be acquired and added to the fish habitat layer to 

supplement the fish spawning data. 

6. It would be beneficial to consult with stakeholders to determine which aspects of the 

abiotic, biotic and cultural systems have the highest value and thus, require more stringent 

levels of protection. 

7. A natural heritage system and wildlife corridors should be identified. These should then be 

considered during development proposals.  

8. By overlaying the constraints map presented in this report with an opportunities map, 

planners would be able have a more complete overview of the landscape. This would be 

beneficial, not only for development approvals, but also for future planning and generating 

alternatives. 

9. The currently policies for protection should be evaluated for their effectiveness. If other 

policies are implemented or current policies are updated, this study should be recreated in 

order to take into account the changed policies. 
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10. Areas should be delineated in which absolutely no development can occur. Then, the land 

surrounding there areas should be classified as areas in which development can occur with 

approval from local authorities. The maps should then be recreated with the areas where no 

development can occur, shaded darker and the areas where approval is needed, shaded 

lighter. This will create a mapping system which shows more detail, and would assist in 

determining permitted uses more effectively.  

11. The current output, seen in Level IV could be useful for members of the public or developers 

who are interested if their development falls within an area that would need environmental 

approvals for governing agencies. These maps are a simple tool that can be used to show 

the public which areas need additional environmental study prior to development. By 

examining the Level II maps and cross referencing with the legislation in Table 2, it should be 

simple to determine which agency to consult. 

Conclusions  

 The intent of this study was to demonstrate the application of a mapping method to 

environmental and landuse planning. This was done by applying the ABC Resource Survey to the 

Lower Rideau Lake study area. Data was compiled on various landscape features and the 

protection or setbacks for those features that was found in local legislation. This information 

was then put into a GIS program and Level I, Level II, Level III and Level IV maps were created 

based on the ABC method. The series of maps display the constraint or sensitivity areas, which 

need to have approval prior to development to ensure that there will be no negative effects on 

the features. This study found that the ABC method is fairly simple with the use of GIS. The 

information is displayed effectively and can include features independently or layered to display 

all of the constraints. With minimal effort, data can be added or updated and the buffers of 

protection can be increased to model the effect of policy changes. A number of limitations were 

found with the application of the ABC method to this study area. There was a lack of data, and 

data clarity, which restricted the amount and accuracy of the mapping that was done. Also, the 

mapping only displayed features and not systems or corridors. Furthermore, the current policies 

that were used to determine the areas of protection were not analyzed for their effectiveness. 

No weighting system was applied to features or the areas of protection, which prevents users 

from knowing the level of sensitivity of each area. Finally, this study showed only constraints, 
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while the ABC method has the capacity to show areas of opportunity. Based on the results of 

this study it is recommended that planning authorities use this method to analyze policies for 

their effectiveness as well as a tool to model the effects of future plans. This can be done by 

improving data, consulting planning stakeholders and the public and determining which features 

and systems are valued for protection. 
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Data Sources 
ANSI Data  
Swale_ANSI [computer file]. Parks Canada. Received: March 2011. 

Pits and Quarries 
Obm_OBMUSER_Pit_Quarry [computer file]. Ontario Basic Mapping. Available: 
 http://www.geographynetwork.ca/website/obm/viewer.htm (accessed March 2011). 

Roads Data  
CanMap Streetfiles [computer file]. ONrds.shp, ONhwy.shp. DMTI Spatial Inc., August 15, 2009. 
 Available: 
 http://www.dmtispatial.com/en/Products/CanMapProductSuite/CanMapStreetfiles.asp
 x (accessed February 2011). 

Spawning Area Data  
sc21-lio-2011-02-03-051037-708265 [computer file]. Ministry of Natural Resources, July 3, 2009. 
 Available: Land Information Ontario 
 http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/en/Business/LIO/2ColumnSubPage/STEL02_168199.html 
 (accessed February 2011).  

Species at Risk 
pca_rideau_canal_sar2 [computer file]. Parks Canada. Received: March 2011. 

Water Data 
CanMap Water [computer file]. DMTI Spatial Inc., August 15, 2009. Available: 
 http://www.dmtispatial.com/en/Products/CanMapProductSuite/CanMapWater.aspx 
 (accessed February 2011).  

Wetland Data  
wetlandu [computer file]. Ministry of Natural Resources, August 12, 2010. Available: Land 
 Information Ontario 
 http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/en/Business/LIO/2ColumnSubPage/STEL02_168199.html 
 (accessed February, 2011).  
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Appendix A: Data Pathways 
Data Title Data Path 

Species at Risk  pca_rideau_canal_gis_data2 
pca_rideau_canal_sar2_shp 

ANSI swale_ansi 
the_swale_marsh_ansi.shp 

Roads DMTI_roads_ON 
ON 
Streets 
ONrds.shp, ONhwy.shp 

Wetlands Wetlands 
Spatial 
Wetlandu 
Poly.shp 

Fish Habitat sc21-lio-2011-02-03-051037-708265_Spawning_Area 
sc21-lio-2011-02-03-051037-708265 
spatial 
spawnare 
spawnare.shp 

Pits & Quarries FME_b02956816709930 
Buffer_of_obm_OBMUSER_Pit_Quarry_poly.shp 

Waterfront OBM 
41504970 
42004970 
Waterline.shp 
Waterpoly.shp 
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Appendix B: Data Files Received February 2011 
Source Code  Feature Source Feature 

DMTI_ROADS_ON bfr arena OBM airport 

TOPO bpp barn/machinery shed 41504970 buildingpnt 

  hsl breakwater   buildingpoly 

  hsp boatramp   contour 

  hsr dam   drainagepnt 

  hyl watercourse   geogtown 

  hyp disappearing stream   lot 

  hyr waterbody   miscline 

  irl conveyor   neatline 

  irp chimney   pitquarry 

  irr autowrecker   railwayseg 

  llp farms/ca/parks/dams   road 

  lur open area   spotheight 

  otl ariel cableway   transportline 

  otp gate   transportptn 

  otr embankment   wateredge 

  phl esker   waterline 

  php cave entrance   waterpoly 

  phr sand   waterstr 

  prl sportstrack   wooded area 

  prp campground/cemetery OBM buildingpnt 

  prr park/sportsfield 42004970 buildingpoly 

  ptl natural gas pipeline   contour 

  ptp transformer station   drainageline 

  ptr transformer station   drainagepnt 

  rll trains/highways?   geogtown 

  ver orchard/peat   lot 

  wer wetland   miscline 

  wlp creeks/lakes points   neatline 

DMTI_ROADS_ON Code  Feature   pitquarry 

POI cpl carpool lots   railwayseg 

  edu educational facilities   road 

  glf golf courses   spotheight 

  hcr healthcare   transportline 

  ppn ?   transportptn 

  tol border crossings?   utilityline 

  trs transit stops   wateredge 

DMTI_ROADS_ON Code Feature   waterline 
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STREETS exc ? LIO feeding area, wildlife 

  hpc highways/parkways   feeding area, fish 

  hrd streets by municipality   breeding zone 

  hsc ?   spawning area 

  hwy highways   nursery area, wildlife 

  ink intn'l border crossings   calving fawning site 

  irc roads   breeding area 

  maf towns/cities/townships   nursery area, fish 

  mrc roads   wintering area 

  mun municipalities   nesting site 

  rds roads   aquatic feeding area 

  tlc ?     

  xit exits     

 


